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MICROBIOLOGICAL AND FUNGAL SAMPLING, AND 
CULTURE EVALUATION OF AN AMBULATORY 

OPHTHALMOLOGICAL UNIT: A NOVEL PROTOCOL 



Purpose 
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•  To evaluate an elaborative, novel protocol 
of surface and air sampling of the several 
levels of sterility in the operating rooms of a 
modern ophthalmological surgical center. 



Methods 
•  Three levels of sterility were defined in the 8 rooms comprising the 

ambulatory surgical center: 

–  Level 1: Changing rooms and pre-op and recovery area, 

–  Level 2: Connecting hallways and sterilization room, 

–  Level 3: Intraocular and laser refractive operating rooms. 

•  All rooms were sampled biweekly with swab smears of the floors, walls 
and ceilings as well as by sampling, the air with a specialized device. 

•  Last, the air filters of the ventilation system were removed, swabbed 
and cultured as well. 

•  All cultures were analyzed and processed in a specialized microbiology 
laboratory (Hellenic Pasteur Institute (HPI), Athens, Greece). 



Air Sampling specialized Devices 



Results 
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•  Level 1 areas showed:  
–  Air samples: 200 CFU/m! (CFU: bacterial colonies only) 

–  Wall and door swabs : 5 CFU of bacteria only (no fungus). 

•  Level 2 areas showed:  
–  Air samples: 120 CFU/m!,  

–  Wall, door and microscopes swabs: 2 CFU of bacteria only (no fungus). 

•  Level 3 areas showed:  
–  Air samples: 88 CFU/m!,  

–  Wall, door and microscope swabs: 3 CFU of bacteria only (no fungus). 



Results 
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  Conclusions 

•  This novel elaborative microbial monitoring system of an ambulatory 
operating unit provided detailed data, of not only the classification 
and the population of microbes, but the exact topographic location in 
the operating rooms. 

•  This information also cautioned the operating room personnel on 

ongoing disinfecting techniques and methods, as well as surgeons in 
planning appropriate antimicrobial prophylaxis for the patients and 
indicate, the most and least disinfected spots in the operating rooms. 
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